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outline
• sources of basic information

• theory to experiment
– intro to GR

– Lagrangian expansion in gravity

– addressing the fluctuations

– presentation of tools

 



  

outline part 2
• independent discussions of useful issues

– experimental example: lab test
– experimental example: orbital test
– effective LV: when prosaic effects are observable via SME 

methods
– what happens to antimatter gravity when you have CPT 

violation?
– there is also a PPN formalism for testing gravity, how is it 

related to the SME?
– coordinate and field redefinitions: when LV is not really LV
– the challenge of getting a hamilitonian in gravity and LV
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overview of Lorentz violation/SME
Tasson, Rep. Prog. Phys. 77, 062901 (2014), arXiv:1403.7785
http://iopscience.iop.org/0034-4885/77/6/062901/

– simple examples
– general overview
– video abstract
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papers

BK 2006



  

papers

KT 2011



  

papers
BKX 2015

Rui Xu Poster
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Who are you?
Rate your background in gravitational physics (before 
Robert's talk):

A) have a fresh working knowledge of GR: recently done 
research in the area, recently took/taught a course, etc.

B) familiar with the common constructs of GR: recognize the 
Einstein equations, the geodesic equation, etc.

C) little familiarity beyond perhaps a conceptual picture 



  

relativistic gravity basics (in words)
Newton: gravity is a force 

Einstein: gravity is a relativistic theory (like Maxwell's E&M) 
viewable as free particles moving on a curved spacetime 

warped by other mass-energy – rubber sheet analogy  



  

relativistic gravity basics (in words)
Newton: gravity is a force 

Einstein: gravity is a relativistic theory (like Maxwell's E&M) 
viewable as free particles moving on a curved spacetime 

warped by other mass-energy – rubber sheet analogy  

xkcd.com/895/



  

relativistic gravity basics – classical particles
• classical matter action

• matter equation of motion

• nonrelativistic limit

• once can also do a post-newtonian expansion in powers of 

  



  

relativistic gravity basics – fermion fields
• fermions live on a Minkowski tangent space

linked via the vierbein

• gravitationally coupled Dirac Lagrangian

• covariant derivative for gravity as well a U1 

general             …
Lorentz   a,b,c,…



  

relativistic gravity basics – field equations
• action

• Riemann curvature tensor

• Ricci tensor

• curvature scalar

• Einstein tensor

• field equations via variation w.r.t. the metric (cf Maxwell)  

vierbein determinant

2 derivatives of metric



  

Q1: Newtonian example
which of the following is a likely consequence of Lorentz 

violation in gravity?
~F

(Not to scale)

1) The force changes when you 
rotate the observer.

2) The force changes when you 
rotate the tennis ball

3) The force changes when you 
rotate the Earth and the tennis 
ball about a common axis

4) The force changes when you 
rotate the Earth

5) None of the above
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A1: Newtonian example
which of the following is a likely consequence of Lorentz 

violation in gravity?
~F

(Not to scale)

1)The force changes when you 
rotate the observer.

2)The force changes when you 
rotate the tennis ball

3)The force changes when you 
rotate the Earth and the tennis 
ball about a common axis

4)The force changes when you 
rotate the Earth

5)None of the above

~F = m~g(1 + LV )
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SME → develop this idea systematically
via effective field theory

         → many signals
         → most gravitational experiments

 



  

idea
• expand about the SM coupled to GR

• 4 areas
1)minimal gravity sector

2)minimal matter sector with gravitational 
couplings

3)nonminimal gravity sector

4)gravitationally coupled nonminimal matter 
sector 
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Q2: sectors?
• In which of the 4 areas would following 

term be classified?  
1)minimal gravity sector

2)minimal matter sector with gravitational 
couplings

3)nonminimal gravity sector

4)gravitationally coupled nonminimal matter 
sector 
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courtesy of 
M. Mewesgravitational sector of the



  

show the Lagrangian, guess the effects

 



  

minimal gravity sector

conventional 
pure-gravity

gravity sector: dynamics of gravitational field alone

● minimal post-Newtonian effects originate from
● experiments that involve the gravitational field are relevant
● particle species independent by definition

minimal Lorentz violation

source

source

BK 2006

Yuri Bonder 
Thusday



  

matter sector vs. gravity sector

conventional gravitationally coupled matter sector

matter sector: kinematics and interactions of particles

● source-dependent field distortions
● test-particle dependent responses
● additional coefficient structures

Lorentz violation

KT 2011



  

nonminimal gravity sector

conventional 
pure-gravity

gravity sector: dynamics of gravitational field alone

range (along with time and direction) dependence                
→ short range experiments

d=6

source

source

BKX 2015



  

nonminimal gravitationally coupled matter sector



  

phenomenology
Lagrange density 

testable relations among observables

measurements of/
constraints on SME coefficients
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phenomenology
Lagrange density 

testable relations among observables

measurements of/
constraints on SME coefficients

What is the 
functional form of       ? 



  

Q3: functional form of coefficients?
What is typically assumed about the functional form of 
the coefficients for LV in the flat spacetime SME?  

A) They are infinite, maximally destroying Lorentz 
symmetry.

B) They are obtained separately for each case as a 
solution to appropriate equations of motion.

C) They are constant.

D) They are zero 
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why constant coefficients in flat spacetime?
• maintain energy and momentum conservation 

(cf Kostelecký's Cutlass1)
• could be leading term of a series expansion of some other 

function
• could arise via explicit Lorentz breaking

– LV is a predetermined property of the spacetime
• be regarded as the vev of spontaneous breaking 

– LV arises dynamically
– fluctuations are not considered
– unspecified dynamics coefficient field → general results

coefficient field

coefficient for Lorentz violation (vev)

fluctuations about vev

1) Tasson Rep. Prog. Phys. 2014

cf electroweak breaking



  

why constant coefficients in flat spacetime?
• maintain energy and momentum conservation 

(cf Kostelecky's Cutlass)
• could be leading term of a series expansion of some other 

function
• could arise via explicit Lorentz breaking

– LV is a predetermined property of the spacetime
• be regarded as the vev of spontaneous breaking 

– LV arises dynamically
– fluctuations are not considered
– unspecified dynamics coefficient field → general results

coefficient field

coefficient for Lorentz violation (vev)

fluctuations about vev

Explicit Lorentz-symmetry breaking and/or 
ignoring the fluctuations is typically in conflict 
with the Riemann geometry on which our 
gravity theory is based!

Explicit Lorentz-symmetry breaking and/or 
ignoring the fluctuations is typically in conflict 
with the Riemann geometry on which our 
gravity theory is based!



  

geometric consistency example
• key issue: Bianchi identities
• consider a one coefficient example
• field equations
•

• apply covariant to the LHS
      identity!

• apply covariant to the RHS

BK 2006



  

what went wrong?
● we didn't treat        as dynamical 
● if we did, there would be more action

● and hence more Einstein equation

● and the contribution from the dynamics would be just what's 
needed to satisfy Bianchi

● specify      → specific model → loss of generality
● identify the necessary contributions generally from a class of 

well-behaved models

how can we fix it?



  

some simplifying procedures & assumption
• write coefficient fields as vev (coefficient) + fluctuations

• notation warning: avoid things like      (why?)  

• work to first order in the coefficients

• work at linear order in the fluctuations

• assume the vevs are constant in asymptotically inertial 
Cartesian coordinates



  

proceeding generally with s
• Bianchi → 

• assume no independently conserved energy momentum 
and solve for

• now we know the full Einstein eqn, but it has unknown 
fluctuations in it

• in a specific model → solve for       via its equation of motion
• generally → write the generic form the solution would take 

and demand diffeomorphism invariance 



  

nonminimal gift

• for a part of this, the fluctuations are not relevant in the 
linearized theory

• which part?

BKX 2015



  

proceeding generally with the matter sector
• fluctuation problems in 2 places

• vary with respect to x

• vary with respect to the metric

• if minimal gravity couplings:
― Bianchi satisfied to post newtonian order 3 w/o fluctuations
― to find         to order 3 impose                       on system

• if nonminimal couplings:
― impose diffeomorphism invariance on general        
― use                       to get 

KT 2011
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minimal gravity sector metric BK 2006



  

current minimal gravity



  

minimal matter sector KT 2011



  

minimal matter sector KT 2011



  

countershaded Lorentz violation

                 

unobservable shift   
in fermion phase

observable effects       
via gravity coupling

•      for matter is unobservable in flat-spacetime tests

• observable      effects are suppressed                               
by the gravitational field

•      could be large (~ 1eV)                                              
relative to existing matter-sector bounds 

Kostelecký JT PRL '09



  

current          limits
● Data Tables: Kostelecký & Russell, arXiv:0801.0287v7

● gravity summary

“...the displayed sensitivity for each coefficient assumes for definiteness that no 
other coefficient contributes.”

● 12 independent coefficients
● constraints: 2 at 10^-11

  2 at 10^-6
  4 at 10^-1

● 4 unconstrained combinations require gravitational 
experiments with charged matter to separate

as summarized in JT arXiv:1308.1171



  

current          limits
● Data Tables: Kostelecký & Russell, arXiv:0801.0287v7

● gravity summary

“...the displayed sensitivity for each coefficient assumes for definiteness that no 
other coefficient contributes.”

● 12 independent coefficients
● constraints: 2 at 10^-11

  2 at 10^-6
  4 at 10^-1

● 4 unconstrained combinations require gravitational 
experiments with charged matter to separate

considerable space for 
improvement!



  

current      limits
● Data Tables: Kostelecký & Russell, arXiv:0801.0287v7

● limits likely to be improved via gravity experiments

●  most gravitation experiments with ordinary matter 
are sensitive to various combination of many of the 
above coefficients



  

nonminimal gravity sector

arXive:1412.8363, PRD '15



  

experiments

• lab tests (Earth source)
- gravimeter
- Weak Equivalence Principle 

(WEP)

• space-based WEP

• exotic tests
- charged matter
- antimatter
- higher-generation matter

• solar-system tests
- laser ranging
- perihelion precession

• pulsar tests

• light-travel tests
- time delay
- Doppler shift
- red shift

• clock tests
- null redshift
- comagnetometers

• short range tests
• gravity probe B
• ...



  

Q4: experiments?

Experimentalist U. Falwell has a weak equivalence 
principle experiment in her lab.  Which SME coefficients 
is she likely able to place interesting constraints on 
(minimal gravity sector, nonmimimal gravity sector, 
matter sector)?

In which paper is she likely to find help with the analysis?

What modifications might she make to her experiment to 
see other kinds of SME coefficients?



  

A4: experiment
answer next time
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